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Nba Finals
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Big Bam A clash of NBA titans. Seven riveting games. One young reporter. Welcome to the 1969 NBA Finals. They don’t set up any better than
this. The greatest basketball player of all time - Bill Russell - and his juggernaut Boston Celtics, winners of ten (ten!) of the previous twelve NBA championships, squeak through one more playoff
run and land in the Finals again. Russell’s opponent? The fearsome 7’1” next-generation superstar, Wilt Chamberlain, recently traded to the LA Lakers to form the league’s first dream team. Bill
Russell and John Havlicek versus Chamberlain, Jerry West and Elgin Baylor. The 1969 Celtics are at the end of their dominance. The 1969 Lakers are unstoppable. Add to the mix one newly minted
reporter. Covering the epic series is a wide-eyed young sports writer named Leigh Montville. Years before becoming an award-winning legend himself at The Boston Globe and Sports Illustrated,
twenty-four-year-old Montville is ordered by his editor at the Globe to get on a plane to L.A. (first time!) to write about his luminous heroes, the biggest of big men. What follows is a raucous,
colorful, joyous account of one of the greatest seven-game series in NBA history. Set against a backdrop of the late sixties, Montville’s reporting and recollections transport readers to a singular time
– with rampant racial tension on the streets and on the court, with the emergence of a still relatively small league on its way to becoming a billion-dollar industry, and to an era when newspaper
journalism and the written word served as the crucial lifeline between sports and sports fans. And there was basketball – seven breathtaking, see-saw games, highlight-reel moments from an
unprecedented cast of future Hall of Famers (including player-coach Russell as the first-ever black head coach in the NBA), coast-to-coast travels and the clack-clack-clack of typewriter keys racing
against tight deadlines. Tall Men, Short Shorts is a masterpiece of sports journalism with a charming touch of personal memoir. Leigh Montville has crafted his most entertaining book yet, richly
enshrining luminous players and moments in a unique American time.
Showcasing one of professional basketball's best players, this book spotlights the life and career of hardcourt superstar LeBron James. More than just a biography, it relates James' story while also
establishing his prominent place in NBA history. By examining his skills and statistics in a variety of categories and comparing him to other NBA legends—including Magic Johnson, Bill Russell,
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Michael Jordan, and more—the guide makes a strong case for James as basketball's greatest. Along the way, his best and most memorable moments are revisited, from his
days as a high school stand-out in Akron, to his first stint with the Cavaliers, to "The Decision" to join the Miami Heat, and the show-stopping performance in the 2016 Finals to bring an NBA title
back to Cleveland. LeBron James vs. The NBA is certain to stir up lively debate and is a must-have for Cavs fans and basketball buffs alike.
The NBA Finals is one of Sports' Greatest Championships! Since the first championship in 1947, hundreds of thousands of people have followed the seven-game battle. Now, young readers can learn
about the NBA Finals' history, the famous teams and players, the spectacular dunks, and the future of the sport from in their library. Informative sidebars add to the high impact photographs and
easy-to-read text, bringing Sports' Greatest Championships to readers of all ages. SportsZone is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
Bright lights shine on the court of Game 7 of the 2016 NBA Finals as LeBron James leads the Cavaliers against the Warriors. The game is neck-in-neck until, out of nowhere, James flies through the
air to block a shot! The Cavaliers take home their first NBA Championship! In this book, readers will learn about the road to the finals and the championship’s beginnings amidst action-packed
photos.
In Pursuit of Basketball Glory
The Case for the NBA's Greatest Player
Cleveland Cavaliers A-Z
The Official NBA Finals 2005 Retrospective
HSC Sports Collectibles Dallas Auction Catalog #707
"Amazing photography accompanies engaging information about the NBA Finals. The combination of high-interest subject matter and light text is intended for students in grades 3 through 7"-This book examines the employment arrangements of professional athletes in the Premier League football competition, the National Basketball Association competition and rugby union played
at an international level. It describes the organisation and regulatory frameworks of these three professional team sports and highlights the legal, economic and regulatory factors that influence
the final form of an athleteʼs working conditions. It provides a comparative analysis between the sports on issues such as the role of collective bargaining, wage regulation, salary caps,
nationality restrictions, eligibility, player movement and the acquisition of a playerʼs intellectual property. It discusses the approaches adopted in each sport for balancing the interests of labour
and management, the problem of controlling private regulatory power in professional sport, and considers the extent to which legal or government intervention is required in an athleteʼs
employment relationship. National law can assist players in a domestic league to secure an involvement in the determination of working conditions but it has a more limited effect in a
competition organised by an international governing body. This book argues that social regulation through soft law processes at an international level may benefit athletes, consumers and
sport globally. It provides a useful case example for comparison with the organisation of other professional team sports in Europe, North America and Australasia. This book is important
reading for scholars and practitioners in the fields of international sports law, employment law, competition law, European law and human rights law. It is also highly recommended for students
at undergraduate and postgraduate levels taking modules and courses in Sports Law or Sports Business Management. Dr. Leanne OʼLeary is a dual-qualified solicitor, Senior Lecturer in Law
and member of the Centre for Sports Law Research at Edge Hill University in the United Kingdom. This book appears in the ASSER International Sports Law Series, under the editorship of
Prof. Dr. Ben Van Rompuy and Dr. Antoine Duval.
100 great sports debates for each city-from who was the best coach to what was the best play of all time. The perfect gift for sports fans-the series that's sweeping the nation, and is already a
hit in Boston, Chicago and New York. The best debates for rabid fans The Best Sports Arguments gives each city or region all the best arguments of their hometown teams, with expert
answers from top sports media figures. In fact, the Best Sports Arguments series is the #1 sports debates series on the market! Why? -Each book features 100 debates, the most of any
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series! -Each city's book is written by authors well-known in the region, leading to fan recognition and media interest. -They make perfect gifts for sports fans of any age. -And the debates go
on!
Some vols. include supplemental journals of "such proceedings of the sessions, as, during the time they were depending, were ordered to be kept secret, and respecting which the injunction
of secrecy was afterwards taken off by the order of the House".
Journal of the House of Representatives of the United States
The 50 Most Dynamic Duos in Sports History
Employment and Labour Relations Law in the Premier League, NBA and International Rugby Union
Sports Fans, Identity, and Socialization Exploring the Fandemonium
The NBA Finals
The weekly source of African American political and entertainment news.
This bundle presents Doug Lennox’s popular trivia book series in its entirety. These books will provide years and years of fun, with
countless questions to be asked and tons of knowledge to be learned. The books cover general trivia but also such topics as sports (baseball,
hockey, football, golf, soccer, among others), Christmas and the Bible, disasters and harsh weather, royal figures, crime and criminology,
important people in Canada’s history, and so much more! Along the way we find out the answers to such questions as: Why do the British drive
on the left and North Americans on the right? What football team was named after a Burt Reynolds character? Who started the first forensics
laboratory? Which member of the British royal family competed at the Olympics? Lennox’s exhaustive series is fun for all ages. Includes Now
You Know Now You Know More Now You Know Almost Everything Now You Know, Volume 4 Now You Know Big Book of Answers Now You Know Christmas Now
You Know Big Book of Answers 2 Now You Know Golf Now You Know Hockey Now You Know Soccer Now You Know Football Now You Know Big Book of
Sports Now You Know Baseball Now You Know Crime Scenes Now You Know Extreme Weather Now You Know Disasters Now You Know Pirates Now You Know
Royalty Now You Know Canada’s Heroes Now You Know The Bible
Looks at the history of the NBA's annual series to determine the championship of the league, highlighting the tournament's most notable
players, moments, and rivalries.
A gorgeous and comprehensive look at one of the NBA’s most storied and valuable franchises—from their first season to Michael Jordan and
beyond. The Chicago Bulls have been building their highly decorated legacy for five decades now. To this day, the Bulls are one of the most
popular teams the world over. Six championships, the league’s best-ever single-season record, and perhaps the greatest player of all time
will do that, and Bulls fans wouldn’t have it any other way. From the beginning, the Bulls have set records. They are still the only NBA
expansion team to make the playoffs in their inaugural season with the best record ever for a first-year team. They soared to new heights
after drafting Michael Jordan in the 1984 draft. Joined by fellow Hall of Famers Scottie Pippen and coach Phil Jackson, the team won two sets
of three consecutive championships in the 90s. The new millennium saw repeated attempts to reignite the magic of the Jordan-era Bulls, but
soon a new identity emerged of tough, hardworking team players reminiscent of the Bulls’ earlier years. The Chicago Tribune Book of the
Chicago Bulls is a decade-by-decade look at the pride of the city’s West Side produced by the award-winning journalists who have been
documenting their home team since the beginning. This beautiful volume details every era in the team’s history through original reporting, indepth analysis, interviews, archival photos, comprehensive timelines, rankings of top players by position, and other features. Profiles on
key coaches, Hall of Famers, and MVPs provide an entertaining, blow-by-blow look at the team’s greatest successes and most dramatic moments.
The Complete Illustrated History
The World Almanac and Book of Facts 2018
Tall Men, Short Shorts
Jet
April 16th: Virginia Tech Remembers
Identity and socialization among sports fans are burgeoning areas of study among a growing cadre of scholars in the social sciences and beyond. Sports Fans, Identity, and Socialization, edited by Adam C.
Earnheardt, Paul Haridakis, and Barbara Hugenberg, is an eclectic collection of new studies from accomplished and emerging scholars in the fields of communication, business, geography, kinesiology,
psychology, and more, who employ a wide range of methodologies including quantitative, qualitative, and critical analyses.
A must-have book for any Cavs fan, Cleveland Cavaliers A- Z is compiled alphabetically for easy accessibility. The book offers a complete history of the franchise and includes hundreds of different items of
interest. After the Cavaliers were founded as an expansion team in 1970, the team and its fans endured a league-worst 15-67 record in the inaugural season under head coach Bill Fitch. That gave the Cavs
the first pick in the 1971 NBA Draft, which they used on Notre Dame’s Austin Carr, who joined a Cavaliers team that already had expansion draftee Bobby “Bingo” Smith. An influx of talent that included
Jim Cleamons, Jim Chones, and Dick Snyder eventually led to the team’s first-ever playoff appearance in 1975-76--including the “Miracle of Richfield” against the Washington Bullets. Since then Cavs
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fans have witnessed the first and second comings of LeBron James and two trips to the NBA Finals. Through savvy draft picks and trades, the Cavs are one of the most consistently successful franchises in
the league. Cleveland Cavaliers A- Z brings you the history of the Cavs and will delight those with a penchant for sports trivia with its array of facts and heightened attention to detail. From Gary Alexander
to Tyler Zeller, this book has all the information Cavs fans would ever want to know about their team.
The Inside the NBA series gives readers an inside look at the basketball teams that make up the National Basketball Association. Each team’s history, uniforms, accomplishments, equipment, key players,
coaches, and much more are covered in detail in this exciting series. Sports fans will love the brilliant photographs and fun facts of the Inside the NBA series. Each AV2 media enhanced book is a unique
combination of a printed book and exciting online content that brings the book to life. Readers can access embedded weblinks, audio and video clips, activities, and other features, such as a slide show,
matching word activity, and quiz.
If the NBA was not all that popular in 1966 - now look at it! How did the NBA get from 9 teams (1965-66) to the current 30? Answer: legends, stars, mergers, a strong commissioner, timing, the 1992
Summer Olympics and an influx of foreign stars. It's all here, plus rule changes, league news, trades, trends, lists of rookies, noteworthy season and playoff games, records, scandals, scoring leaders,
rebounding leaders, year-end award winners, and championship results.
Latino and African American Athletes Today
The 100 Most Controversial, Debatable Questions for Die-Hard Fans
NBA List Jam!
The NBA Playoffs
From the Playgrounds to Jordan's Game and Beyond
The NBA Finals
The clock ticks down. The point guard sets up the play at the top of the key while his center jockeys for position at the hoop. A quick toss
into the lane, and the center sinks the shot. The home fans roar. The National Basketball Association's ultimate prize is on the line. The
NBA Finals are full of amazing shots, legendary games, and star players. Readers will discover it all in this book.
Who comprised the most productive pairs in the history of professional team sports? Joe Montana and Jerry Rice of the San Francisco 49ers?
Michael Jordan and Scottie Pippen of the Chicago Bulls? What about the prolific hockey tandem of Wayne Gretzky and Mark Messier? And that
all-time great New York Yankees twosome of Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig certainly can't be excluded. Using various selection criteria—including
longevity, level of statistical compilation, impact on one’s team, and overall place in history—The 50 Most Dynamic Duos in Sports History
attempts to ascertain which twosome truly established itself as the most dominant tandem in the history of the four major professional team
sports: baseball, basketball, football, and hockey. Arranged and ranked by sport, this work takes an in-depth look at the careers of these
100 men, including statistics, quotes from opposing players and former teammates, and career highlights. Finally, all 50 duos are placed in
an overall ranking. Covering every decade since the 1890s, this book will find widespread appeal among sports fans of all generations. And
with photographs of many of the tandems, The 50 Most Dynamic Duos in Sports History is a wonderful addition to any sports historian’s
collection.
Fans of LeBron James will love this captivating book. They'll learn how James has been a basketball star nearly his whole life. Sports
Illustrated featured him on their cover when he was just 17 years old, and he joined the Cleveland Cavaliers right out of high school. James
has had a stellar career with the Cleveland Cavaliers and Miami Heat and he helped the Cavaliers finally bring a championship to Cleveland
in 2016. James has also become known for his social activism. This book features full-color photographs, a fact sheet, and a timeline of his
accomplishments.
Now You Know Absolutely Everything
NBA Finals, The
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Shooting Guards
Year-by-Year Journal of Growth, Change, and Success
Chicago Bulls
All In. The moment that LeBron James declared his return to the Cleveland Cavaliers in 2014, there was no doubt the franchise was all in on ending the city of Cleveland's over half-century drought
without a major sports championship. From the mid-season coaching change to a 3-1 NBA Finals deficit, the Cavs were determined to overcome any obstacle to capture the first NBA title in franchise
history. Unlike in 2015 when they were decimated by injuries, they stayed largely healthy in the 2016 playoffs and torched the Pistons, Hawks, and Raptors on their way to a Finals rematch versus Stephen
Curry and the record-breaking Warriors. Packed with unmatched analysis and dynamic color photography, Cleveland Is King takes fans through the Cavaliers historic and improbable journey, from
Tyronn Lue taking over as coach during the season, to LeBron shaping the team in his image, to the team rallying from the brink of elimination in dramatic fashion to steal the championship in Oakland.
This commemorative edition also includes in-depth profiles of King James, Finals hero Kyrie Irving, big man Kevin Love, and more key players in the Cleveland's extraordinary championship run.
Two books on hoops weren t enough, so now there s a third: Basketball Championships Most Wanted™, focusing on the best, worst, greatest, and most amusing from basketball s long history of
championships in college and the pros̶mens and womens , ABA and CBA, and the Olympics as well! March Madness is one of the most exciting times of year, when anything can happen and
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Cinderella looks for her prince, sometimes even finding him. And when May and June roll around and the NBA playoffs are in full swing, the intensity ratchets up as the professionals take center stage.
Basketball Championships Most Wanted™ celebrates both of these and more, with fifty top-ten lists on topics like unlikely heroes and fantastic freshmen in the NCAA tournament, some of the best
long-range gunners in play-off history, players who stepped up big-time with a triple-double in important games, the best buzzer-beaters of all time, and even teams that excelled in the regular season
but withered in the pressure cooker. The championship hunt is the most thrilling and action-packed time of the year in basketball, and now you can relive all the excitement. Get in on all the hoopla
with Basketball Championships Most Wanted™: The Top 10 Book of March Mayhem, Playoff Performances, and Tournament Oddities.
A gripping, emotional account of the worst school shooting in United States history, told by those who lived through it Monday, April 16, 2007 started like any other Monday at Virginia Tech, with
professors and students preparing for another busy week of classes. However, word quickly circulated of a shooting in the dorms - and the gunman was still loose. The campus went into lockdown, and as
the gruesome events unfolded in Norris Hall, a group of journalism students trapped in a nearby building transmitted stories and updates to the student-run website, PlanetBlacksburg.com. Now, these
students, together with their journalism instructor and members of the Virginia Tech community, have documented the events of that day. April 16th: Virginia Tech Remembers gives a voice to the
students, faculty, and staff who lived through the shooting, and serves as a memorial for the 32 victims. The book also describes the onslaught of media coverage that immediately followed, and reveals
the remarkable resilience of the students of Virginia Tech throughout the entire ordeal.
The National Basketball League (NBA) is the world s premier professional basketball league for men. Each year, the best basketball teams in the league compete in a tournament to determine the NBA
champion. Learn more about this fascinating championship in NBA Finals, a title in the We Are the Champions series. We Are the Champions is a series of AV2 media enhanced books. Each title in the
series features easy-to-read text, stunning visuals, and a challenging educational activity. A unique book code printed on page 2 unlocks multimedia content. These books come alive with video, audio,
weblinks, slideshows, activities, hands-on experiments, and much more.
Baseball, Basketball, Football, and Hockey
Absolutely every Now You Know book in a single ebook
LeBron James
New York Knicks
LeBron James (2nd Revised Edition)

From the #1 New York Times bestselling World Almanac™ comes a full?color, full?of?fun, oversize book packed with thousands of awesome facts
about America—everything about the 50 states and beyond. Kids want to learn about the world around them, and with this engaging, colorful
collection of facts, figures, photographs, and fun, they will. Perfect for home or for school, and a great gift for any curious reader, here
are thousands of fascinating and surprising facts about about the United States, from its natural resources and landmarks, to the first
peoples to inhabit and explore the Americas, to the innovation and diversity of the nation in the 21st century––and everything in between.
Kids, teachers, and families will find timely and timeless information on an enormous variety of subjects. It will give readers hours and
hours of fun while it educates and illuminates.
Examine the social and cultural impact of basketball on America at the amateur and professional levels! Basketball in America: From the
Playgrounds to Jordan’s Game and Beyond is a pioneering analysis of the history of basketball and its effect on popular culture from the
1970s to today. The popularity of basketball is undeniable, and the subject allows for such a broad range of interpretations in popular
culture. It cuts across economic, racial, and social boundaries, and its major stars cross over into other forms of popular entertainment
more than any other professional sport. This book examines the entire scope of modern basketball history, from the playgrounds, where people
first learn the fundamentals, to the college and professional levels. Basketball in America is a collection of essays that explores the
intersection of basketball and popular culture in America. The contributors are an eclectic mix of writers, scholars, journalists, former
players, coaches, and sports enthusiasts who all share an undying love for the game of basketball. The authors analyze the sport from a crosscultural and historical perspective—digging deep into the profound popular cultural influences of basketball and exploring the scope and
depth of its influence. This is the first book that examines the social and cultural impact of basketball on American society to reveal how
tightly it is woven into America’s cultural fabric. Also included are photographs and tables to enhance your understanding of the material.
Topics covered in Basketball in America include: Elgin Baylor—the first “modern” basketball player Chocolate Thunder and Short Shorts: The
NBA in the 1970s Dr. J, Bird, Magic, Jordan, and the Bad Boys: The NBA in the 1980s The Jordan Era: The NBA in the 1990s LeBron James and the
future of the NBA the Nike brand and popular culture lessons learned from legendary UNC coach Dean Smith professional women’s basketball and
much more! Basketball in America is a comprehensive analysis that will appeal to anyone interested in understanding how the sport has become
an integral part of our national culture. It is an insightful read for sports fans as well as for sports historians. In addition, this book
can be used as a textbook in sports history or sociology of sports classes. It will entertain and inform those who treasure basketball and
the role it plays in the American consciousness. Make it part of your collection today!
Provides coverage of the NBA finals from the first event in 1947 when the Philadelphia Warriors defeated the Chicago Stags, through the 1996
season, when the Chicago Bulls defeated the Seattle Sonics
Chicago Bulls is a beginnerÍs history of the NBAÍs Chicago Bulls. Beginning with the franchiseÍs early years, readers will experience the
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teamÍs highest and lowest moments, meet the teamÍs best players and managers, and gain the inside track on information that completes the
teamÍs story. Mini-biographies, fun facts, anecdotes, fantastic quotes, and sidebars combine with full-color, action-packed photographs to
round out the story of the Bulls, allowing your readers Inside the NBA! SportsZone is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
Basketball in America
History of the NBA 1966-2021
The Chicago Tribune Book of the Chicago Bulls
The Best Los Angeles Sports Arguments
A Fifty Year Celebration

Do you know: • Which team won the first NBA championship? • Why Michael Jordan felt awful during one of his greatest playoff
performances? • How the Golden State Warriors built a playoff dynasty? Read about the incredible playoff games that basketball
fans will never forget. Clutch performances and shocking finishes have helped make the NBA playoffs one of the most thrilling
spectacles in sports. The biggest moments, from buzzer-beaters to last-second defensive plays, are all here in vivid detail.
Presents 577 biographical entries on the lives and careers of individuals important to the history of basketball, from its origins
to the present.
Playing in the â€œBasketball Meccaâ€? of Madison Square Garden, the New York Knickerbockers are a team steeped in history. With
origins dating back to 1946 in the Basketball Association of America, the Knicks were a charter member of the NBA and have boasted
a long list of all-time great players, from Harry â€œThe Horseâ€? Gallatin to Walt â€œClydeâ€? Frazier and Bill Bradley, Patrick
Ewing and John Starks, to current stars Carmelo Anthony and Amare Stoudemire, as well as such legendary coaches as Red Holtzman
and Pat Riley. The legend of the New York Knicks has been enhanced by several heated rivalries over the course of the teamâ€™s
history: from Bill Russell and the Boston Celtics in the late 1960s, to 1990s battles with Michael Jordan and the Chicago Bulls,
Reggie Miller and the Indiana Pacers, and Alonzo Mourningâ€™s Miami Heat. Today, as the Knicks emerge as a team on the rise, these
Eastern Conference rivalries are fierce once again. New York Knicks: The Complete Illustrated History presents the full history of
this storied franchise, with all the on-court feats and off-court exploits of the orange and blue. Profiles of the top players and
coaches from the teamâ€™s history, along with a rich collection of photography and memorabilia, create the ultimate, authoritative
celebration of a beloved basketball team.
Using the new C3 Framework for Social Studies Standards, NBA Finals in the Global Citizens: Sports series explores the topic
through the lenses of History, Geography, Civics, and Economics. As they read, students will develop questions about the text, and
use evidence from a variety of sources in order to form conclusions. Data-focused backmatter is included, as well as a table of
contents, author biography, sidebars, bibliography, glossary, and index.
The Cleveland Cavaliers' Historic 2016 Championship Season
The Top 10 Book of March Mayhem, Playoff Performances, and Tournament Oddities
NBA Finals
A Decade-by-Decade History
LeBron James vs. the NBA

The 150th Anniversary special edition of the best-selling reference book of all time! The ebook format allows curious readers to keep millions of searchable facts at their fingertips. The World Almanac® and
Book of Facts is America's top-selling reference book of all time, with more than 82 million copies sold. Since 1868, this compendium of information has been the authoritative source for all your
entertainment, reference, and learning needs. The 150th anniversary edition celebrates its illustrious history while keeping an eye on the future. Praised as a "treasure trove of political, economic, scientific
and educational statistics and information" by The Wall Street Journal, The World Almanac and Book of Facts will answer all of your trivia needs—from history and sports to geography, pop culture, and much
more. Features include: 150 Years of The World Almanac: A special feature celebrating The World Almanac's historic run includes highlights from its distinguished past and some old-fashioned "facts,"
illustrating how its defining mission has changed with the times. Historical Anniversaries: The World Almanac's recurring feature expands to incorporate milestone events and cultural touchstones dating to the
book's founding year, from the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson to the publication of Little Women. World Almanac Editors' Picks: Greatest Single-Season Performances: In light of Russell
Westbrook's unprecedented 42 regular-season triple-doubles, The World Almanac takes a look back at athletes' best single-season runs. Statistical Spotlight: A popular new feature highlights statistics
relevant to the biggest stories of the year. These data visualizations provide important context and new perspectives to give readers a fresh angle on important issues. The Obama Presidency: A year after
Barack Obama’s second term came to a close, The World Almanac reviews the accomplishments, missteps, and legacy of the 44th president. The World at a Glance: This annual feature of The World
Almanac provides a quick look at the surprising stats and curious facts that define the changing world. Other New Highlights: A biography of the 45th president and profile of the Trump administration; 2016
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election results; and statistics on crime, health care, overdose deaths, shootings, terrorism, and much more. The Year in Review: The World Almanac takes a look back at 2017 while providing all the
information you'll need in 2018. 2017—Top 10 News Topics: The editors of The World Almanac list the top stories that held the world's attention in 2017. 2017—Year in Sports: Hundreds of pages of trivia and
statistics that are essential for any sports fan, featuring a preview of the 2018 Winter Olympic Games, complete coverage of the 2017 World Series, new tables of NBA, NHL, and NCAA statistics, and much
more. 2017—Year in Pictures: Striking full-color images from around the world in 2017. 2017—Offbeat News Stories: The World Almanac editors found some of the quirkiest news stories of the year, from the
king who secretly worked as an airline pilot for decades to the state that's auctioning off its governor's mansion. World Almanac Editors' Picks: Time Capsule: The World Almanac lists the items that most
came to symbolize the year 2017, from news and sports to pop culture.
Discusses the history of the NBA Finals championship, including outstanding players, exciting games, and dominant teams from league inception in 1949 to the present.
LeBron James was a famous athlete as a teenager. His high school basketball games often aired on national TV. When LeBron started playing for his home-state Cleveland Cavaliers in the National
Basketball Association (NBA), he showed the world that he could be one of the all-time greats. After moving on to the Miami Heat, LeBron has won two NBA championships and was named NBA Finals Most
Valuable Player both times. Learn more about LeBron's incredible journey.
NBA List Jam! is an entertaining and informative collection of 125+ ranked lists that discuss and debate the people, games, events, and ephemera that have made the NBA the spectator sport of choice for
millions in North America and beyond. The wide variety of list topics include Greatest Teams, Best Comebacks, Best High School to NBA Stars, Worst Collapses, Best Pure Shooters, Oddest Hairdos,
Greatest Players from the Big 5, Top NBA Announcers, Best/Worst Uniforms, and much, much more! Each of the NBA's 30 teams has one list dedicated to it, contributed by one of that team's most prominent
personalities past or present. The book features big-name guest contributors throughout—players, coaches, media, and more—including Doug Collins, Clark Kellogg, Jeannie Buss, Dan Shaughnessy, Craig
Sager, and many more! And the ambitious finale ranks the Top 100 Players in NBA History. Hoops fans everywhere will have a ball reading and ranting about the best, worst, oddest, funniest, most intense,
and most memorable events and moments that have made the NBA a multibillion dollar global enterprise.
Cleveland Is King
The World Almanac 5,001 Incredible Facts for Kids on America's Past, Present, and Future
Basketball
The 1969 NBA Finals: Wilt, Russ, Lakers, Celtics, and a Very Young Sports Reporter
The Most Authoritative and Opinionated Rankings from Doug Collins, Bob Ryan, Peter Vecsey, Jeanie Bu

This is the first comprehensive, multisport biographical resource to concentrate exclusively on notable African American and Latino American athletes of the last quarter century.
Milwaukee Bucks
Basketball Championships' Most Wanted
A Biographical Dictionary
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